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This is a working document for my own use rather than to present information to others.... As it was 2-6-15

AIMS

To be an effective Diploma tutor, providing valuable support to students by:

Developing my tutoring skills

Growing my knowledge, experience and confidence

Building and maintain links with, and knowledge of, the permaculture network FUNCTIONS:

Networking

OBJECTIVES (to achieve this I will....) Developing Tutoring skills & experience

Meet the basic registration requirements Meet the registration requirements

Be an active and useful member of the permaculture Scotland working group Build confidence

Have an active permaculture blog where I can share my ideas and experiences Develop specialisms

Be aware of people and projects in the UK, particularly Scotland

Learn from other teachers and tutors through shadowing

Take advantage of opportunities to practice my own tutoring skills

Gain knowledge and experience through my own projects and record these

NEXT STEPS COMPLETED OR DISCARDED STEPS

What When Functions Comments What Functions Comments

Ongoing Network, Confidence Jun '15

Jun' 15 Network, Confidence May '15

Ongoing  Pc K&E,  Confidence, specialisms April '15 Network, Confidence

By end jun'15 Network, Pc K&E, Confidence Confidence

By end jun'15 Network, Pc K&E, Confidence April15  Pc K&E,  Confidence, specialisms

Research permaculture projects By end jun'15 Network, Pc K&E, Confidence Decide where to visit Mar'15  Pc K&E,  Confidence, specialisms have a plan, Excited!

by end jul'15 Mar'15  Pc K&E,  Confidence, specialisms

by end jul'15 Not done, moved date forward, broken into smaller steps. Provide feedback to mark mar'15 Network, Tutoring skills, Confidence

Run workshop at non-stuff Sept '15 Mar'15  Pc K&E,  Confidence, specialisms

Shadow on tutorials Update CPD pathway Feb'15 Reg. Requirements, Confidence

Have my diploma accredited DONE!

Increase general permaculture knowledge and 

experience

Take steps outside my comfort zone, such as running a workshop, taking on new 

responsibilities

When 

completed

Volunteer for Scottish working 

group

Other members of the working group have encouraged me 

to take on a wider range of activities. This has really boosted 

my confidence. Will continue to work to be more effective 

and build confidence.

Complete presentation, be 

awarded diploma!

Network, Confidence, Reg. 

Requirements, Specialisms

The process of preparing and giving my presentation 

was an opportunity to give some thought to what I am 

most interested in and what my specialisms are e.g. 

designing ethical systems for animals considering their 

intrinsic characteristics. It was also much less horrible 

experience than I expected!
Make my portfolio accessible 

online

Arrange accreditation event, inc. 

preparing presentation

Reg. Requirements, Confidence, 

specialisms

Continue mushroom growing 

experiments, record results

Becoming a more effective 

member of the working group

Other members of the working group have 

encouraged me to take on a wider range of activities. 

This has really boosted my confidence. The working 

group has been very effective at enabling me to take 

small steps outside my comfort zone. Simply attending 

meetings and sending emails can be difficult and 
Read other peoples blogs, 

permaculture and others

Research confidence building 

workshops/training

By end May 

'15

Hard to find. I have decided this is not necessary, I am 

finding ways to take small steps outside my comfort 

zone, the trick is that they are small enough! Have 

altered objectives to reflect this.
Decide on blog site, set up Start first mushroom logs and 

Research mushroom growing 

decide on starting experiments

Find out what diploma tutors there 

are in Scotland. Decide who to ask 

for shadowing

Network, Tutoring skills, 

Confidence

Volunteer to run a workshop at 

non-stuff

workshop on compost toilets in your home. Concerned 

this may be a step too far outside my comfort zone!

Contact tutors about shadowing 

some diploma tutorials

Network, Tutoring skills, 

Confidence

Felt I had some useful stuff to say, not heard back, 

don't know if it was useful for him

Network, Tutoring skills, 

Confidence

Research and create compost 

toilet, record results

Now been running 6 months, very successful, hurrah! 

Feeling a need to spread the word!

From jul'15 as 

opps arise

Network, Tutoring skills, 

Confidence

No longer need a specific step for this. Now happy 

with format and constantly evolving pathway
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Read tutor handbook ongoing Aug '14 Pc K&E, Confidence

? Reg. Requirements, Confidence Shadow on a PDC Aug '14

? Reg. Requirements, Confidence Need to do after Accreditation so date unknown June '14 Reg. requirements, Confidence

Sign the tutor contract ? Reg. Requirements, Confidence Need to do after Accreditation so date unknown May '14 Reg. requirements, Confidence

Attend tutor CPD day As opp. arises Read new dip 5.2 handbook May '14

Take on first students ? June '13 Network,  K&E

Portfolio assessment training As opp. arises Research permaculture projects Feb '13

As opp. arises June '13 Network,  K&E

As opp. arises Network,  K&E, Confidence

Look for land based project June '13 na

Network, Confidence

Write up Diploma Reg. requirements, Confidence

Tutor Training Sept '11 Reg. requirements, Confidence

Reg. Requirements, Tutoring skills, 

Confidence

Got an overview of the process, need to have a more 

thorough read at some later point

Identify further areas of 

knowledge to expand

Have identified various things I am interested in, plenty 

opportunities to gain knowledge will arise simply 

through cultivating my new garden. Need to add in 

steps to pathway
Create tutor profile and upload 

design work

Need to do after Accreditation so date unknown, most 

designs already in electronic format

Network, Pc K&E,  Confidence, 

Tutoring Skills

Shadowed on PDC not sure I gained much knowledge, 

but experience of supporting people through the 

design process.

Review CPD pathway with a senior 

tutor and send to PAB

Arrange portfolio Assessment 

tutorials

Sort of happened during '14 gathering, accreditation 

process ongoing

Contact Permaculture Association 

to check for updates to the tutor 

registration process

Found tutor handbook, daunting rather than confidence 

building! Revisit later

Reg. Requirements, Confidence, 

Tutoring skills

Increasing knowledge, Registration 

requirements

gained good overview of process and different routes, 

may revisit later

Reg. Requirements, Confidence, 

Tutoring skills

Attend Scottish Permaculture 

convergence

Enjoyed event, not sure how much Network I did or 

how much knowledge gained. Did get to know some 

people better

Reg. Requirements, Confidence, 

Tutoring skills

Networking, increasing knowledge & 

experience, boosting confidence

Visited Darius, GB and PC Eden, has been valuable. Still 

need to research, don't really know what's out there.

Shadow portfolio assessment 

tutorials

Reg. Requirements, Confidence, 

Tutoring skills

Contact a teacher for a copy of 

the Scottish Curriculum and to 

enquire about shadowing

James emailed curriculum and said fine to shadow 

even if not intending to teach PDCs. 

Assessment of portfolio 

assessment tutorials

Reg. Requirements, Confidence, 

Tutoring skills

Sign up to be an apprentice LAND 

assessor

From Feb 

'13

Primarily involves keeping up with how the LAND 

project is developing and shadowing LAND assessors. 

Have only been on one shadowing trip, there are no 

more currently.
Decided this is not a priority at this time, plenty to work 

on when I have a new garden, lacking in time for 

another big project, there are more important steps to 

improve my confidence
Volunteer for Scottish working 

group

From May 

'13

Taken on roll of treasurer, archiving, organising 

meetings. This has boosted my Confidence and I feel 

more connected and in touch with what is going on in 

the permaculture world
Finish July 

'13

Writing up my designs turned out to be a boost to my 

Confidence though it was identified only as a Reg. 

requirement in the original pathway

The tutor training gave me the Confidence that 

becoming a tutor is an achievable goal and provided a 

lot of useful info for the pathway
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